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Panama

Report

by Carlos Wesley

Back on the front-burner
has a viable option to replace it with.

With the U.S. elections over, the question of Panama is once
again becoming a hot issue for State Department planners.

But Abrams and his crowd have
been unable to develop a viable op
position to Noriega, and they will find
the going more difficult during the next
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the opposition working with the State

Post put it Nov. 2.

Department will be scrambling to stay

Panama crisis, while U. S. Assistant
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Secretary of State Elliott Abrams, who

own agenda: to have the canal placed
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has taken the point in Project Democ

under supranational control. Under

partment's Panama fiasco, reported

out of jail in the United States!

racy's failed plot against Panama, has

their plan, detailed in various official

that Noriega was quite innocent of the

signaled a new offensive, now that the

Soviet publications, the United States

charges in his Miami "drug-traffick

constraints imposed by the presiden

would remove its military bases from

ing" indictment. It was the State De

tial campaign have been removed.

Panama, and the PDF would also

partment-courted opposition that was
guilty. And, sure enough, U. S. anti
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withdraw from the Canal Zone. De

the United States Yuri Dubinin went
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be assumed by an international peace
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At the signing ceremonies at the

At the end of October, it was re
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fear of reprisals, " as the Washington

But, with the stupidity that has
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characterized U. S. policy toward Pan
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